daughter gets married with a person from another tribe, like aals, summons, kozhuns, although the majority of marriages were of a local nature", i.e.
were concluded between representatives of seoks that are located geographically close to each other (Dorzhu, p.195) . Dear daughter-in-law as a continuer of family of the husband. Observance of the custom of the courtship was required, which consisted of three successive multi-temporal stages. This popular wisdom comes out of that enormous importance that provide marriage and family, especially in the past when people married for life. Therefore, the moment of choosing a future husband was crucial. The wedding was preceded by pre-nuptial ceremonies, an important component of which was the ritual of the youth fellowship. In choosing a marriage partner the girl was trying to find the chosen one, that would be her liking, young men longed for a helpmate and the mistress of the Yurt. valued prettiness, the ability to win a man's fertility. The system of pre-marital relations provided certain rules of courtship and matchmaking, which almost to the middle of 20 th century were based on Patriarchal foundations.
The most common forms of premarital relations in the old Tuva was oitulash. This night festivities, secret meetings, premarital game, a favorite pastime of youth. These "assemblies" of young crowd sang, as a rule, this was the song contest between the young groups, each of which had its good singers-ringleaders. In song was extolled the love of the faithful, "robust".
Song encouraged each other, called to continue the festivities. In oitulash played with 15-16 20-30 years. However, the participation married in oitulash was considered reprehensible. At the same time, non-participation in oitulaash young, not married, ignoring his perceived as disrespect to friends-companions: "When the time came to leave, then, can there be talk?" (Zabelina, p.59 ).
Festivities were held in secluded areas, on Islands, According to some pre-revolutionary researchers, for the Tuvans were typical promiscuous sexual relations, generally not allowed the girl to prevent intimacy, and especially to complain to the relatives or to the authorities.
So, the exiled Polish revolutionary F.IA. Kohn noted: "the Observance of innocence was not considered a virtue. On the contrary, the girl, who failed to win the favor of men, it is doubtful whether it could be a wife" (Kohn, p.135 Such children were loved no less than others.
As noted Z.IU. Dorzhu big role in relation to women in the family played her ability to bear children. In the absence of children childless couple took a foster child and relatives. Tuvan family were large. The main burden of child care and education was laid on the woman.
Powerless position of women in family and society, its auxiliary role in a peasant farms were predestinated system of upbringing children, different orientations on the education of boys and girls, which was connected with the peculiarities of the social position of men in family and society.
From an early age children inspire thought about the superiority of men over women, girls raised submission to the will of the elders, especially my father and brothers. The boy with childhood were brainwashed into believing that he is the owner of the Yurt», continuer. But at the heart of education, both boys and girls lay, above all, work. When the distribution of work between children was strictly followed the principle of the separation of work for boys and girls. Boys joined to the male labor, and the girls had to learn the experience of the mother in the household (Dorzhu, p. 37) . It should be noted that the families of stable and divorces were rare due to economic and moral reasons.
Currently in marital and family relations underwent serious changes associated with the transition from the traditional model of the family to modern: simplified family structure, change the system of power and subordination, reduces the importance of the traditional functions of the family -the birth and upbringing of children.
Characteristic changes in the institution of the family is the high level of divorce rates.
According to the statistical materials in Russia for every three newly concluded marriage in the year committed two divorce. In the Republic of Tyva at present every third marriage ended in divorce.
In addition, the increased number of divorces, and the ratio varies to him -in the public mind it becomes commonplace. Often the young couple believe divorce is quite acceptable exit from a conflict situation, no special effort to maintain the marriage, think about divorce before try to change their behavior and habits for the sake of the family. And only a small part of young people (14 %) have set themselves the wide range of goals in life and believe that they can achieve at least a part of them. They want to create their own business, to get access to power, to make a career. Thus, the complexity of the situation for the process of creating a family according to the described above interested not only young people, but also public authorities and society. This is due primarily to the high importance of this demographic group for development and the future of the family, society and the state.
